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ABC Company Report for Sales Candidate: Sample Person 
Prepared By: Suzie Price, CPF, CPBA, CPVA, TriMetrixHD Analyst   August 15, 2017 

                                     Overall Assessment Grade*: 2.75 
*Scale: 5 = excellent fit/minimal risk; 4 = good fit/less risk;  3 = satisfactory fit/some risk; 2 = fair fit/high risk; 1 = poor fit/higher risk) 

Scoring Notes: - 2.25 for five areas scoring fair and two areas scoring poor. Plus, his number one motivator may not be rewarded on the job.                   

*Assessment results should count for less than 30% of any hiring or management decision. 

           Gap Report Results – As Compared to ABC Company’s Position Benchmark:
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Over All Summary:
• Good to Exact match to Personal Skills:  3 of the top 7.

• Good to Exact match to Job Rewards/ Motivators:  3 of top 3. 

• Good to Exact match to Communication & Interaction Style:  0 of top 3.

• Scored 58 out of 67 on sales knowledge/strategy assessment.  (A good score is 55 out of 67.)

Recommended Areas for Follow Up and/or Managing This Person: 
• He scored Fair Compatibility in 3 of the 7 Personal Skills: Goal Achievement, Customer Focus and 

Personal Accountability He also scored Poor Compatibility in 1 of the 7 Personal Skills: Persuasion 

(pages 4,5 & 6, Talent Report).

o Will he be able to identify and prioritize activities that lead to a goal? Is he committed to 

customer satisfaction? Will he be personally accountable for his actions? Is he able to 

convince others to change the way they think, believe or behave?

o See follow up interview questions for both areas, below. 

• Candidate has a drive to reward those who value traditions inherent in social structure, rules, 

regulations and principles, which is NOT a match to ABC Company’s Benchmark on the Motivator – 

Utilitarian.  He has a characteristic interest in a system of living that has defined rules, regulations and 

principles, will this be rewarded on the job?

Top Strengths: 
• His top seven Personal Skill strengths: Planning and Organizing; Negotiation; Understanding and 

Evaluating Others; Interpersonal Skills; Presenting; Problem Solving Ability; Diplomacy and Tact. 

• He matches 1 of the 2 top Motivators on the benchmark: 

o His 1st highest motivator is Traditional– where he scored Passionate (which is two standard 

deviations above population mean.) This is a drive to get results and a return on investment, 

and #1 in 80%+ of top sales performers.  Getting ROI and being rewarded financially is very 

important to his long-term drive and motivation.

o His 2nd highest motivator is Utilitarian. This is a drive for traditions inherent in social structure, 

rules, regulations and principles. Unity, order or tradition is very important to his long-term 

drive and motivation.

• His natural communication style is to be: consistent, organized, analytical and follows policy.  He does 

NOT match the Benchmark in this area.

Follow Up Interview Questions for Gap Areas; 

GOAL ACHIEVEMENT: The ability to identify and practice activities that lead to a goal. 

• Describe the most complex project you ever worked on. How did you establish action steps and 
milestones for that project? What was the most difficult part of that project for you? 

• Give me an example of a time when you really procrastinated before getting started on something. 
How did you get started? Did you complete that goal or project? 
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CUSTOMER FOCUS: A commitment to customer satisfaction. 

• Give me an example of a time when you knew the customer was wrong but you had to accommodate 
their wishes. How did you handle it? What did you say? What did you do? How did you feel about it? 

• Describe a situation where you went over and above what was expected to exceed a customer's 
expectations. How did you feel about that? How comfortable would you feel about doing that 
regularly? 

PERSONAL ACCOUNTABILITY: A measure of the capacity to be answerable for personal actions. 

• Tell me about a time when it was necessary to admit to others that you had made a mistake. How 
did you handle it? 

• What is the worst business decision you ever made? What made it the worst? Would knowing what 
you do now have helped you to avoid making that decision? 

PERSUASION: Convincing others to change the way they think, believe or behave. 

• What do you consider to be the most effective way to influence someone to a particular point of view? 
Give me an example of when you have done that successfully. 

• What steps do you take when trying to gain the support for an idea of another person(s)? What is the 
biggest mistake someone could make when doing that? 

VERSATILITY: The job calls for a high level of optimism and a "can do" orientation. It will require multiple 
talents and a willingness to adapt them to changing assignments as required. 

• Are you patient or impatient? Give me an example of how you handle slower-moving people. Would 
you consider yourself to be opinionated? Strong-willed? Explain. 

• How important is it for you to be systematic? Describe a system you have set up, used and been 
successful with in any previous job you have had. 

FREQUENT INTERACTION WITH OTHERS:  The job will comfortably deal with multiple interruptions on 
a continual basis, always maintaining a friendly interface with others. 

• How do you handle frequent interruptions by other people? How about your response to people who 
ask you question after question? 

• Are you more comfortable with details or people with the big picture or with bits of data? 


